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NICHOLAS PEARSON ASSOCIATES

WHERE

FIELD SURVEY RECORD

Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1ai The Newcott to Sand Pit Hill open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 1
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping (Gently sloping, highpoint of 272m to the east of the LLCA)

River
Stream
Ponds (x1 at Hanson’s Farm, x1 east of Newcott Farm)
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other (Well at Hanson’s Farm)
Degree of slope:
Altitude: 235 – 272 m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

The edges of narrow Bob Sheet’s Covert
block of mixed woodland border the far
western side of this LLCA. to west.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) M
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

Limited no. of trees within hedgerows,
present. Some sparse hedgerow trees
around Newcott Farm.

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Geometric (ordered) (East of Newcott Farm)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries) (S-W of Newcott

Transport pattern:

Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road A303 / A30
B Road
Track / Lane Access to farms
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium (surrounding Hanson’s Farm)
3 – medium / large (approx.. 5-6ha)
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Includes thatch, chert, stone.

Verges:

Country houses:

Farm/surrounding Sunnyfield Farm)

Absent Smaller lanes
Variable A303
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow) A30
Ditched

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character
Grade II Listed building at Crinhayes Farm.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development
Presence/Absence traffic
Noisy/Quiet Away from A303
Lighting (describe) From local farms & headlights from A303

Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Notes:
-

-

Sheet No. 1

Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Small area of 15% loss around Hanson’s Farm in S-W corner; remaining area is of higher loss 56-65% loss Newcott Farm and western half of LLCA,
38-44% eastern half of LLCA, 78% at northern tip.50% loss along the long southern tip.
Modern enclosures ‘Modern enclosures adapting medieval fields’ north of the A30 & south of Sandy’s Lane. ‘Post-medieval enclosures’ around
Hanson’s Farm and east of Newcott Farm.
Formally ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ at Newcott Farm & west of Newcott Farm. ‘Post-medieval enclosures’ around Hanson’s Farm. And
‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ along the long southern tip.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1aii The Stockland Hill open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 2
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping (Gently sloping, higher ground to north at Devonshire Inn Farm)

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

No known surface water present.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 220-261m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented Minimal cover.

Species:

• Small mixed block east of Buckhayes
Farm.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank H
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch M
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:
• Mostly hedgerows w/o trees. Treed

hedgerows more frequent around Longridge
Farm. Intermittent mature trees along
Stockland Hill hedgerow.
• Hedgebank and wet ditch present along
Stockland Hill.

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road A303
B Road
Track / Lane Stockland Hill / Post Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium (More present around Longridge Farm/Rising Sun
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) stone, render, chert, farm buildings

Verges:

Country houses:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow) (Stockland Hill)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Otter Vale Motor Services (large brick warehouse on Stockland Hill/A303 junction), Wind Whistle Cottage (Stockland Hill/A303 junction), Gorse
Bungalow (Stockland Hill), sub-station (brick on Stockland Hill). No listed buildings.
Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development V. few farms
Presence/Absence traffic Stockland Hill to North
Noisy/Quiet Away from Stockland Hill
Lighting (describe) Few influences, lighting from farms

only.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland

Over mature
Mature / young

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
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Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Mixed

Sheet No. 2
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Generally greater field loss north of the lane leading to The Rising Sun farm, with 41% field loss north and 23% field loss south. With small areas of high loss
(83% loss surrounding Gorse bungalow). Small strip of 59-69% loss along mid-western edge.
• Mostly ‘Post-medieval enclosures’ with some ‘Modern enclosures adapting post-medieval fields; south of the Rising Sun & south of the Royal Oak Cross.
• Formally mostly ‘Post-medieval enclosures’

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1aiii The Viney Ridge open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 3
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping (Gently sloping)

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other

No known surface water present.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 210-235m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented (Very little

woodland cover)

Species:

• Narrow stretches of road side trees line
parts of Viney Lane (western side of road
in southern half, eastern side in northern
half) and Old Chard Road (both sides).
• Eastern edge of Claypits Covert
included in northern half of this LLCA.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank M
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

• Hedgerow both with & w/o trees.
• Double hedgebanks on Viney Lane with
standard trees.
• Hedgerow: hazel, fern, beech holly,
hawthorn, field maple,
• Trees: ash, oak, birch. Larger oaks present.

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
Straight
A Road
Winding
B Road
Sinuous
Track / Lane (Viney Lane/Old Chard Rd)
Sunken
Canal
Railway (Honiton tunnel underneath southern end of LLCA)

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Farm house w/ rendered walls and tiled roof, Farm
buildings w/ metal corrugated sheets.

Verges:

Country houses:

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials: Coppins House far south of LLCA

Absent
Variable (Wider verges at northern end of Viney Lane)
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched (Some stretches of Viney Lane)

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Mast (south of Clay Pits covert).
Pylons to very south of LLCA.

Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character
Farleigh Trinity Field (Nr Homesleigh Road) houses a pig farm and sheds.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development
Presence/Absence traffic V. little present, Viney Lane/Old Chard Rd.
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) From farms, glow of Honiton visible towards S. of area.

(Views towards W (e.g
Dumpdon Hill) & E
(Stockland Hill)

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland

Age structure of
tree cover:
Over mature

Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
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Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 3
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:
• Greater field boundary loss towards the north of this LLCA (53-66% excluding fields immediately north of Highwood Farm), loss of 11-23% towards the south,
with the exception of 60% loss around Homesleigh Road.
• Comprises post medieval enclosures south of Westwood Farm, ‘Modern enclosures adapting post-medieval fields’ north of Westwood Farm & Farleigh Trinnity
Field. 2 fields north of Highwood Farm and 7 surrounding Barnfield are ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ and 2 fields west of Hugginhayes Farm are
‘medieval enclosures’
• Formally ‘Medieval enclosures base on strip fields’ and ‘post-medieval fields’ throughout the LLCA, ‘Medieval enclosures’ surrounded Hugginhayes Farm, the
LLCA clipped the edge of ‘Barton fields’.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees 5no. TPOS along Old Chard Road within area & 1no. to the very south of

Good
Not obvious
Poor

the area.
Hedges

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes
Boundary notes:

Notes

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1aiv The Offwell open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 4
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

No known surface water present.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 210 – 235m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed) (Mostly pastoral)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina

Commercial (Honiton Garden Centre)

Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

No woodland cover. Tree cover along
roads and field boundaries gives the
impression of a more wooded landscape.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows L
Hedgebank M
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

• Dense coverage of Hedgerow trees.
• Hedgebank & avenue of trees along
Springfield Road.

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road Axminster Road (A35)
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Buildings south of Tower Cross: chert stone present

Verges:

Country houses:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow) Hutgate Road / Axminster Road
Ditched Springfield Road / Tower Road

Straight Axminster Road
Winding Springfield /Tower Road
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Other built features (function, age and materials):
• Honiton Garden Centre
Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character
• Grade II Listed buildings at Tower Farm.
• TPOs present at Tower Cross.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development
Presence/Absence traffic A30
Noisy/Quiet Closer to existing roads
Lighting (describe) From existing Garden Centre & residences.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland

Age structure of
tree cover:
Over mature

Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
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Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 4
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Field boundary loss is minimal, with 13% loss south of Hutgate Road.
• Post-medieval field enclosures with some ‘Modern enclosures adapting medieval fields’ south of Twin Oaks/Honiton Garden Centre.
• Formally post medieval enclosures with a Park/garden at Tower Cottage.
• Lost orchard at Holme Lea Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
** Please note that this LLCA also partly lies within the East Devon AONB, whose East Devon Central Ridge special qualities
and features of significance are subsumed within the Blackdown Hills AONB special qualities.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1av The Hartridge to Beacon Hill open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 5
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:
Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

No known surface water present.
River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other
Degree of slope:
Altitude: 240m- 257m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Commercial / Industrial (Disused airfield)
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed) Mostly arable with some dairy farming.
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Woodland cover is minimal. Some field
boundary trees add a more treed
appearance.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character
• Beacon Hill at centre of LLCA.
• Grade II Listed building at Lambpark Farmhouse, Moonhayes Farm & Newhouse Baptist Church.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Disused airfield, sparse farms
Presence/Absence traffic V. few quiet lanes
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Light emissions from sparse farms only.

Intermittent extensive views
out over and across the Otter
Valley to the south.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
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Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Sheet No. 5
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Generally high field boundary loss. 33-57% loss far north. 14% at Moonhayes Farm.33-67% loss of Beacon Hill, 65% loss at the disused airfield with three fields of
0% loss south of the airfield. The 2nd separate portion has 36% loss on Hartridge contrasted with a thin edge of highly intact boundaries on the eastern fields.
• Modern day enclosures include post-medieval enclosures to the north with ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ at Higher Luxton Farm and S-E of
Holemore Cross, Cookhayes and much of Beacon Hill. Hartridge is ‘Modern enclosures adapting post-medieval fields’.
• Formally largely ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ in the centre/Beacon Hill with post medieval enclosures to the East & West.
• Lost orchards at Higher Luxton Farm & Moonhayes Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 1av The Hartridge to Beacon Hill open inland planned plateaux

Sheet No. 5
National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:
Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

No known surface water present.
River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other
Degree of slope:
Altitude: 240m- 257m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Commercial / Industrial (Disused airfield)
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed) Mostly arable with some dairy farming.
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Woodland cover is minimal. Some field
boundary trees add a more treed
appearance.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features influencing landscape character
• Beacon Hill at centre of LLCA.
• Grade II Listed building at Lambpark Farmhouse, Moonhayes Farm & Newhouse Baptist Church.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Disused airfield, sparse farms
Presence/Absence traffic V. few quiet lanes
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Light emissions from sparse farms only.

Intermittent extensive views
out over and across the Otter
Valley to the south.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
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Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Sheet No. 5
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Generally high field boundary loss. 33-57% loss far north. 14% at Moonhayes Farm.33-67% loss of Beacon Hill, 65% loss at the disused airfield with three fields of
0% loss south of the airfield. The 2nd separate portion has 36% loss on Hartridge contrasted with a thin edge of highly intact boundaries on the eastern fields.
• Modern day enclosures include post-medieval enclosures to the north with ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ at Higher Luxton Farm and S-E of
Holemore Cross, Cookhayes and much of Beacon Hill. Hartridge is ‘Modern enclosures adapting post-medieval fields’.
• Formally largely ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ in the centre/Beacon Hill with post medieval enclosures to the East & West.
• Lost orchards at Higher Luxton Farm & Moonhayes Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and status
among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Relative tranquillity
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire linked
by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding towns
and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells in
spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition of
hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: February 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 2ai The Viney Hill to Sand Pit Hill steep wooded scarp slopes
(Including Reddick's Hill)

Sheet No. 6

National Character Area:147.Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: 2a Steep wooded scarp slopes

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

• Ponds located near farms.
• Spring; issues from ground; watercourse ditches cross the
northern half of this LLCA, E to W approx. every 300-400m.
• Well at Stoneburrow Cottage, Laurel Cottage Mount
Pleasant Cottage &Twistgates Covert .

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 150 – 235m

LANDCOVER
Description:
Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

• Open farmland towards northern end of
LLCA.
• Well-treed hedgerows.
• Strips of woodland on steep scarp slopes
(southern half) and blocks of woodland
dotted amongst open fields (northern half)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented Woodland

cover concentrated within
central LLCA.

Species:

• Mixed woodland
• Beech
• Larch (within Underdown Hill Covert /
Reddick’s Hill)
• Fir (at Holmsleigh Farm)
*Ancient woodland & TPO present

Primary land use:
Commercial / Industrial
• Commercial forestry nr Reddick’s Hill
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
/ Viney Lane.
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)
Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch M
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road A303 (at Rawridge Hill)
B Road
Track / Lane Access to farms
Canal
Railway Honiton tunnel

Field size:

Settlement:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

• Northcote Hill
& Axminster Rd
at southern end
of LLCA.

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large North of Rookery Farm
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or farm / other) Many farms & cottages.
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Barns (corrugated roofs, timber, block, chert walls),

Verges:

Country houses:

stone farm house, tiled pitched roof.

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable (Mostly absent or narrow)
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Manor House School (far southern end of LLCA)

Other comments eg cultural features:

• Orchards at Perrie Hale, immediately north of Hedgend Barton, Rookery Farm.
• Devon Classic Scramble Club (Motor Sport) uses field at Holmsleigh Farm.
• Grade II Listed Buildings at Underdown Farm, Pound Lane & Preston Farm.
• 2no. TPOs present at Northcote Hill Farm to the south of the area.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:
Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Highly visible due to
topography, overlooked from
Dumpdon Hill, Hartridge &
Beacon Hill open planned
plateaux.

Sense of enclosure:

Confined Areas of woodland cover
Contained
Open Areas of open farmland
Exposed

Tranquillity
Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Sparse farms
Presence/Absence traffic Section of A303 over Rawridge Hill
Noisy/Quiet Away from A303/A30
Lighting (describe) Headlights of A303, limited lights from sparse

farms
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Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Age structure of tree
cover:
Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 6
Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Greater loss north of Rookery Farm between 50-80% loss. 29-47% loss around Courtmoor & Sandy’s Farm. Reddick’s Hill has areas of 44-50% loss. East of
Westwood Farm has 50-60% loss. This improves further south, with the exception of 62-67% loss at Holmsleigh Farm.
• Modern day enclosures include ‘Modern enclosures adapting post-medieval fields’ north of Rookery Farm, a mix of post medieval and medieval enclosures
based on strip fields south of Rookery Farm. Medieval enclosures at Hayne Pit, south of Claypits Covert & Northcote Hill Farm.
• Formally (post-medieval)‘Post medieval enclosures’ largely to the south, ‘Medieval enclosures’ south of Claypits Covert, ‘Former orchards’, ‘Woodland with
old field boundaries’ (west Reddick’s Hill), and Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’.
• Lost orchards at Downelms Farm and Preston Farm, Wellsprings Farm, Underdown Farm, Holmsleigh Farm

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:
Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Linear woodland
covers stretches of
this LLCA, interrupted
with wide areas of
open fields.

Management of landscape features:
Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes: Woodland areas provide coverage. Open areas widely visible.

Notes: Varying degrees of openness (woodland blocks / open fields). Landform
varies, less steep towards the north.

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness

Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high-hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
A sense of remoteness enhanced by the exposure of the plateau and more intimate extensive woodland of the upper slopes
and hidden valleys
• Wide open spaces provide exposure to the elements; big sky, windswept places, contrasts of sunlight and shadow
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
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• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 2aii St Cyres Hill steep wooded scarp slopes

Sheet No. 7

National Character Area: 147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Steep wooded scarp slopes

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

• Springs south of Hanging plantation, Hill Farm, Windgate
Farm, west of Pulshays, Little Shelvin.
• Well at Pulshays.
•Watercourse ditches/streams throughout.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 185m-260m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Carpenter’s Hill (233m)

Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Species:

• Much woodland cover, with areas of
open fields on slopes.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees)
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features:
• Grade II Listed Building at Windgate Farm, Shapcombe Farm, Pulhays Farm, Grade II* at Greenway Manor.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Minimal no. of small farms.
Presence/Absence traffic Minimal no. of small lanes
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Very little, from farms only.

Limited opportunities for views
in /out of LLCA due to
woodland cover.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
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Minerals
Other

Sheet No. 7
Relic

Notes:

• Generally very low field boundary loss (3-14%), with localised patches of greater loss near Carpenter’s Hill (22-64%) and west of
Shapcombe farm (60-67% loss).
• Modern field enclosures include a mix of medieval enclosures based on strip fields with medieval fields at Sunnyside Farm at Pulhayes.
Barton fields south of Greenway Manor.
• Formally, ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ with ‘Medieval enclosures’ at Sunnyside Farm, Pulshays, & willow copse. Barton fields
south of Greenway Manor.
• Lost orchards at Windgate Farm, Shapcombe Farm, Higher Shelvin Farm, Greenway Manor,
LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

Mix of plantations (Laurel and Conifer), broadleaf woodland, rough ground,

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 2aiii The Dumpdon, Hartridge and Luxton Steep wooded scarp
slopes

Sheet No. 8

National Character Area:147.Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Steep wooded scarp slopes

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

•Well at Kingsleigh, Higher Luxton, Chapelhayes, Riggles
Farm, Odle Far, east of Beacon
• Springs at Higher Luxton, Buckeshayes, Odle Farm &
Wick
• Wet ditches throughout LLCA.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 175- 261m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Species:

Pockets of woodland (Crown All Wood,
Gorse Covert, Fair Oak Covet)
throughout the LLCA.

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees)
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
railway

Field size:

Settlement:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other) Beacon Village
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) chert stone walls, thatch roof,

Verges:

Country houses:

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features:

• Dumpdon Hill Iron age Hillfort is a scheduled monument.
• Grade II Listed Buildings at Pulmans Farmhouse, Barbers Farmhouse, Culverwell, Burnt House Farm, Baxters Farm, Milestone at ST 208 090, Tiphayes
Farm, Minson’s Hill, Grade II* at Red Doors Farmhouse.
• Orchard at Baxter’s Farm

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Handful small farms only
Presence/Absence traffic V. few quiet lanes to farms.
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Minimal lighting from handful of farms.

Some more open with wide
visibility & other more
wooded areas with limited
visibility.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable

Over mature

Intact and well managed
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Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 8
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Localised areas of 50-67% field boundary loss throughout the LLCA, generally a pattern of greater loss towards the north of the LLCA. Dumpdon Hill loss
is minimal (0-17%), as are many of the woodland areas.
• Modern enclosures include modern enclosures adapting medieval fields particularly to the east of the area. Other areas are mix of post medieval &
medieval enclosures based on strip fields. Areas of medieval fields at Tiphayes Farm & Buckhayes Farm.
• Formally large coverage of ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields. Medieval enclosures north of Dumpdon Hill, north of Tiphayes Farm, around
Buckeshayes, & Cleave Farm, Some ‘rough ground’ (heathland or moorland) . Post-medieval enclosures east of Hartridge. Post-medieval enclosures with
medieval elements’ near Fair Oak Covert.
• Lost Orchards at Lower Wick Farm, Barber’s Farm, Budgell’s Farm, Fair Oak Farm, Chapelhayes Farm, Cleave Farm, Burnt House Farm, Baxter’s Farm,
Tiphayes Farm, Ulcombe Farm, Middle Luxton, Pamos Farm, & Higher Luxton Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Impact of proposals greater from Dumpdon Hill, further north impact
will reduce due to increasing distance from development.

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 2aiv Stockland Hill Steep wooded scarp slope

Sheet No. 9

National Character Area:147.Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: The East Devon Central Ridge
Devon LCT: Steep wooded scarp slope

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

•Well to north of area at Bucehayes Farm
• Ponds at Bucehayes, Royal Oak Farm & Pitfield Farm.
• Ponds at southern end of Jeremy’s Wood.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 140-215m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland Jeremy’s Wood forms much of the southern area
Grassland / Common North of area contains Buckhayes Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed) Mostly pastoral, very small number of arable
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Species:

• Jeremy’s Wood covers large part
of southern half of area.
• Mainly mixed woodland .

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees)
Tree rows
Hedgebank e.g Haynes Ln

Species:

Fence

Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear) Around Pitfield Farm
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
railway

Field size:

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):

• Snodwell Farm / The Bliss Centre – large group of buildings, includes outdoor swimming pool.
• Royal Oak Farm – includes local farm shop and plastic polytunnels. Collection of farmhouse and one storey buildings. Tiled roof with rendered walls.

Other comments eg cultural features:
• Power transmission line runs through the southern tip of the area, south of Mansfield Farm.

• Grade II Listed Building at Snodwell Farm, Royal Oak Farm, Pitfield Farm, and not within the study area but just on the boundary, Court Place Farm.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained Within woodland treed areas.
Open Views out from Post Ln/Haynes Ln
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Minimal no. of farms
Presence/Absence traffic Stockland Hill & handful of minor lanes
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Few light emissions from farms only.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on
farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Hayne Lane, hedgebank and mature avenue trees.
• Generally high field boundary loss in the northern half of the area(59-83%), with exception of no loss at Buckhayes Common & immediately north of

Snodwell Farm. In the south of the area, field boundary loss is less (17-43%) with the exception of one small field east of Little Hayne (71%) and 4 fields
immediately south of Old Chard Road (80%).
• Modern enclosures include mostly post medieval fields with some modern enclosure adapting medieval fields. Medieval fields based on strip fields at the
southern tip. Medieval enclosures north of Mansfield Farm.
• Formally post medieval enclosures with medieval enclosures at Royal Oak Farm & north of Mansfield Farm. Medieval fields based on strip fields at the
southern tip.
• Lost orchards at Buckhayes Farm, Old Court Farm, Hayne Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Views over Otter Valley from Old Chard Road/Haynes Lane.

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
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• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 3ai The Rawridge upper farmland and wooded slopes

Sheet No. 10

National Character Area: 147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Upper farmland and wooded slopes

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

River River Otter
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

•Well at Harvestwood Farm & Gorehayes Farm,
• Wet ditches along valley side feed into R. Otter.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 115m-205m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed) (Mostly pastoral)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)

• Small areas of wooded farmland
include: Rackley Copse, Twistgates
Covert.
•The Park is an area west of Upottery
planted with ornamental trees.

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Mostly broadleaf, with mixed woodland
west of Upottery (at The Park, Aller
Moor, Fernyclose Covert & Buckeshayes
Covert.).

Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch H
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

• Trees in hedgerows feature highly in area
to the west / mid-west.

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear) (Small area at Spurtham Farm)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes) (Most common)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

More present in south
of LLCA, providing
access to Upottery &
Rawridge.

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium (Present towards north & west of LLCA)
3 – medium / large (More present in south/south of Upottery)
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other) Upottery & Rawridge
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Upottery & Rawridge Villages.

Other comments eg cultural features:

• Grade II listed buildings concentrated at Upottery and Rawridge villages. Grade II listed buildings designated to a number of isolated farm buildings /
residences throughout the LLCA (Yard Farmhouse, Hayne Farmhouse, Shippon, Phillishayes Farmhouse, Harvestwood Farmhouse, Gorehayes Farmhouse,
Barn & Stables west of Gorehayes Farmhouse, Burrow Cottage, Ullcombe Farm, Highley Farm, and Grade II*, Charleshayes Farmhouse.
• Orchards at Claypits Farm, Underdown Farm, Bearfields Farm,, Langbridge Farm, Aller Farm, Hayman’s Covert, Kitts Farm & Rookery Farm.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Rawridge &

Overlooked by valley villages, from Hartridge
and from the Beacon Hill open planned plateaux.

Upottery villages

Presence/Absence traffic Small lanes connecting villages
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Some light from residences, mostly

dark particularly away from villages.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Age structure of tree
cover:
Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 10
Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Field boundary loss greater towards the northern half of this LLCA, To the N-E 80% loss b/w Highley Farm & Williambeer Farm, to the NW 30-57% loss.
Areas of higher loss also immediately north of Upottery (29-80%) & b/w Rawridge &Yard Farm (44-61% loss). Much of the areas in between are a lower 020% loss.
• Modern field enclosures largely modern enclosures adapting medieval fields, particularly to the north. This becomes medieval enclosures based on strip
fields from Rookery Farm to Rawridge & surrounding the former Otter Valley Golf Course. Post medieval enclosures spread S-W of Rawridge.
• Formally medieval enclosures based on strip fields with a thin strip of post medieval enclosures along the River Otter & spreading S-W of Rawridge. Park &
Garden at The Park, west of Upottery.
• Lost orchards at Yard Farm, Hayne Farm, Old Spurham Farm, Rawridge, Rawridge Farm, Sandy’s Farm, Aller Farm. Glebe Farm, Hayman’s Covert, Fair Oak
Farm, Buckhayes Farm, Harvest Wood Farm, Twistgates Farm, Highly Farm, Ullcombe Farm, Williambeer Farm, & Lower Luxton Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees (Mostly N-W of Upottery)
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes
Boundary notes:

Notes

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: February 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 3aii The Monkton upper farmland and wooded slopes

Sheet No. 11

National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Upper farmland and wooded slopes

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
Other

• Wells at Monkton Barton & Monkton Down Farm.
• Ponds near farms, collection of large ponds at Old
Spurtham Farm.
• Many wet ditches along valley side.

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 110-190m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland (Minimal coverage)
Parkland (Halsdon House)
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

• Halsdon Plantation &
Pound Copse on the
northern side of the River
Otter.
• Veteran trees to north of
LLCA.

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:

Species:

Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)
Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) H
Tree rows
Hedgebank H
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch H
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road (A303 South of R . Otter)
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken (opposite Aplins Farms)

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other) Monkton Village
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular) Mix
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Some chert stone, rendered walls, tiled roofs, timber

Verges:

Country houses:

Absent
Variable (A303/Hedgend Road)
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow) Other lanes & tracks
Ditched

farm sheds.

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Other built features (function, age and materials):
Other comments eg cultural features:

• Orchards at Pound Farm & Hedgend Barton.
• Grade II Listed Buildings at Little Thatch, Monkton Village (Monkton Village Pump, Glen Eden), Milestone at ST 195 046, Pound Farm, barn & outhouse
adjoining Pound Farm, Mohun’s Ottery Farmhouse & Cider house. Grade II* at Mohun’s Ottery Gatehouse and Monkton (Church of St Mary Magdalen).

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development Monkton Village
Presence/Absence traffic A303 corridor
Noisy/Quiet Closer to A303, less so at a distance
Lighting (describe) Mostly dark, street lights along A303

Visible from Monkton, Beacon Village from
Dumpdon Hill, Hartridge open planned
plateaux.

& some light from Monkton residences.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of

Survival of cultural pattern:
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Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

tree cover:
Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 11

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• South of the River Otter field boundary loss is 29-67% to north of Monkton, immediately around Monkton generally low field loss at 10%, 62-67% loss in
south eastern corner. North of the River Otter field boundary loss is generally very low (3-17%) with areas of higher boundary loss west of Ford Farm, west
of Whitehall Farm, around Halsdon House, S-E of Pound Farm& south of Odle Farm (50-67%).
• Modern enclosures west of the River Otter are a mix of ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ & ‘Medieval enclosures adapting medieval fields’ ‘Postmedieval enclosures’ to the north of Mohun’s Ottery. East of the river a mix of ‘post medieval’, ‘modern enclosures adapting medieval fields’ & Medieval
enclosures based on strip fields’. Medieval enclosures found at Monkton Barton, Otter Springs, & around Hedgend Road.
• Formally a large proportion ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ west of the River Otter with ‘Post-medieval enclosures’ north of Mohun’s Ottery.
Park & Garden at Halsdon House. East of the River, a mix of ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’ , ‘Post-medieval enclosures’ & ‘Medieval enclosures’
found at Monkton Barton, Otter Springs, & around Hedgend Road.
• Lost orchards at Mohun’s Ottery, The Rookery, Pound Farm, Whitehall Farm, land west of Ford Farm, Holmsleigh Farm, & Monkton Barton.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:
Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Notes
Boundary notes:

Visual unity:
Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 3aiii The Honiton fringe upper farmland and wooded slopes

Sheet No. 12

National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: 147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Open inland planned plateaux

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other
Degree of slope:
Altitude: 95m - 195m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Primary land use:

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)
Field boundaries
Species:
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow with trees towards southern
Hedgerow (with/without trees)
end of this LLCA.
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Species:
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

*Bull pit copse to north east
Great copse to far north
Rectory Wood south west of Combe
Raleigh
Wood west of Combe Raleigh

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway

Field size:

Settlement:

Straight (A303)
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other) (see ‘other’ note below)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Verges:

Country houses: Worfield House

Absent (Langford Rd)
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow) (A303)
Ditched

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Other built features (function, age and materials):

• Combe Raleigh village
• Scrap yard / garage and Little Chef on A30..
• Power transmission line runs south of railway line. Telecommunications mast north of railway line.

Other comments eg cultural features:
• Orchards at New House Farm.
• Grade I and II Listed Buildings concentrated around Combe Raleigh. Also at Crook Dairy, Worfield House, Oak Tree Cottage, Combe Hill,
Woodhayes Farmhouse, Shaugh Farmhouse, Higher Shelvin, Lower Shelvin, Ellishayes Farmhouse.
• TPO present at Northcote Hill Farm.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Tranquillity

Remote/isolated Less so near A303 & Honiton in S.
Presence /Absence built development
Presence/Absence traffic
Noisy/Quiet Quiet areas away from A303
Lighting (describe) Light spill from Honiton. Areas

further to north light in minimal from farms only.

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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Extent and type of land cover change:

Age structure of tree cover:

Survival of cultural pattern:

Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Field Boundary loss 44, 62, 83% loss to the south & west, 14-13% loss to the north west.
• Modern field enclosures around the River Otter & north of Honiton are ‘modern enclosures adapting medieval fields.’ ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip
fields are immediately north of Honiton and b/w Combe Raleigh & Tower View Farm.
• Formally, many of the fields along A303, north of Honiton and alongside the R. Otter are ‘Medieval enclosures based on strip fields’. Between Honiton &
Combe Raleigh mostly lie ‘Post-medieval enclosures. Three ‘Medieval enclosures’ were south of Shapcombe Farm. West of Combe Raleigh lie post medieval
enclosures.
• Lost orchards at Middle Northcote Farm, Higher Northcote Farm, Cheney’s Farm, Tovehayne Farm, Higher Crook Farm, Woodhayne Farm, land south of
The Harpyards, Worfield House, Barton Farm, Tower View Farm, Hutchinghayes, Elishayes Farm, Lower Shelvin, Higher Shelvin, Blackenfields Farm, Barn
Farm & Barber’s Farm.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL IMPACT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Note
Boundary notes:

Notes

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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WHERE

FIELD SURVEY RECORD

Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: 3ci The Otter Valley sparsely settled valley floor

Sheet No. 13

National Character Area: 147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Blackdown Hills
Devon LCT: Sparsely settled farmed valley floor

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other

• River Otter (narrow, shallow banks, winding particularly
around Monkton village area).
• Drainage ditches run through fields & end in River

Degree of slope:
Altitude: 90-110m

LANDCOVER
Description:

Strip of riverside trees follow R.
Otter through this LLCA.

Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Species:

• Riparian trees along river edge.

Primary land use:
Commercial / Industrial
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type)
Secondary land use: (select from above)
Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees) M
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence L Post & rail
Wall / Wet ditch M
Other
(high / medium / low)

More pastoral w/ few arable
fields to the north.

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:
Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

R. Otter defines the
lower boundary of
fields, an organic &
winding feature.

Field size:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Motorway
A Road
B Road
Track / Lane
Canal
railway

Lane to Ford
Bridge/Langford Rd.

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Settlement:

1 – small < 2 ha 2-3 ha approx..
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Verges:

Transport pattern:

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other)
Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof)

Very narrow grass verges
along short stretch of lanes
that intersect LLCA.

Country houses:

Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials: (Bridges above)

Other built features (function, age and materials):

• Langford Bridge (south) – early C19, local stone rubble with limestone, some brick & concrete;
• Ford Bridge (central) – mid C19, local stone & flint rubble, hump backed.

Other comments eg cultural features:
• Ford over River Otter at north of LLCA leading to Aplins Farm. Footbridge further north.
• Former Mill leats close to Monkton.
• Grade II Listed Buildings Langford Bridge & Ford Bridge.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Tranquillity

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained Where higher tree coverage along R.
Open More open in larger fields
Exposed

Remote/isolated
Presence /Absence built development
Presence/Absence traffic At bridge locations

Views from Monkton village,
A303, Viney Hill, Dumpdon Hill.

only

Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Lack of built development

means no light sources in this area.
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WHERE
LANDSCAPE CHANGE
Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other

FIELD SURVEY RECORD
Age structure of
tree cover:
Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 13
Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

• Field boundary loss is generally low ranging from 0-24%, with the exception of a small portion of a field east of Smithenhayes Farm with 50% loss.
• Modern enclosures include ‘modern enclosures adapting medieval fields to the south & post medieval fields to the north ( from Slade’s Copse)
• Formally the area was mostly post medieval enclosures.
• Lost orchard at Tracey Mill.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
River corridor & associate trees run
Mature hedges
through this LLCA.
Hedges with trees
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes:

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other (Bridges)

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes:

Notes:

Valley floor visible from wider area / surrounding higher ground.

Consistent features throughout, no incongruous elements.

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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WHERE

FIELD SURVEY RECORD

Date: March 2016
Surveyors’ Names(s): AP
Location:
NPA Local LCA: Ui Honiton North eastern urban edge
Conditions:

Sheet No. 14

National Character Area:147. Blackdown Hills
Devon LCA: Clyst Lowland Farmlands Devon
Landscape Character Area
Devon LCT: -

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER
LANDFORM
Description:

Hydrology:

Flat
Gently undulating
Strongly undulating
Steep
Scarp
Broad valley
Narrow valley
Plain
Plateau
Upland
Sloping

River
Stream
Ponds
Lakes
Reservoir
Wetlands
other
Degree of slope:
Altitude: 105-115m

LANDCOVER
Description:
Open farmland
Treed farmland
Wooded farmland
Parkland
Woodland
Grassland / Common
Open water or wetlands

Mostly residential, Otter Valley Park
(Caravan), holiday cottages

Associated features: eg glasshouse / marina
Woodland cover:
Extensive
Interlocking
Linear
Discrete
Fragmented

Species:

• Street and garden trees

Primary land use:

Commercial / Industrial Car sales/garages.
Farmland (arable/pastoral/mixed)
Forestry (broadleaf/conifer/mixed)
Common or Green (grassed/treed)
Nursey / Allotments / Orchard
Recreation or Amenity (type)
Reservoir
Disturbed (type) Residential / settlement
Secondary land use: (select from above)
Field boundaries
(in order of prominence):
Hedgerow (with/without trees)
Tree rows
Hedgebank
Fence
Wall / Wet ditch
Other
(high / medium / low)

Species:

LANDSCAPE PATTERN / CULTURAL & SCALE
Description:
Organic
Planned
Unenclosed

Field pattern:

Transport pattern:

Geometric (ordered)
Regular (rectilinear)
Subregular (interlocking – curved boundaries)
Irregular (organic, winding lanes)
Discontinuous (no discernible pattern)

Motorway
A Road A30 / A35
B Road Monkton Road
Track / Lane
Canal
Railway Follows edge of Railway line

Field size:

Settlement:

Straight
Winding
Sinuous
Sunken

Monkton Road turns
into the High Street
which follows the
alignment of the
original Fosse Way.

1 – small < 2 ha
2 – small / medium
3 – medium / large
4 – large > 8 ha

Form (village / hamlet / isolated house or fam / other) Edge of Honiton Market

Verges:

Country houses:

Town

Building style (vernacular / non-vernacular)
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials (walls and roof) Chert stone walls (earlier), brick, render, tiled roofs.
Age (Tudor / Stuart / Georgian / Victorian / Edwardian / 20th C)
Materials:

Absent
Variable
Uniform (wide / medium / narrow)
Ditched

Other built features (function, age and materials):

Pylons cross LLCA to north Otter Valley Park & holiday cottages..
Other comments eg cultural features:
• Mix of housing & to the north
• Grade II* Marwood House built in the 1600s.

HUMAN INTERACTION - VISUAL AND SENSORY PERCEPTION
Views of area from outside:

Sense of enclosure:

Widely visible
Locally visible
Concealed

Confined
Contained
Open
Exposed

Buildings & tree belts
provide enclosure. Views of
landscape beyond from
northern residential streets.

Tranquillity

Remote/isolated Edge of Honiton
Presence /Absence built development Various commercial &

residential types

Presence/Absence traffic High volumes on A30.
Noisy/Quiet
Lighting (describe) Street lighting

LANDSCAPE CHANGE
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WHERE

FIELD SURVEY RECORD

Extent and type of land cover change:
Pasture to Arable
Change in extent of woodland / tree cover on farmland
Loss of field boundaries
Parkland to Farmland
Minerals
Other (See notes below)

Age structure of
tree cover:
Over mature
Mature / young
Mixed

Sheet No. 14
Survival of cultural pattern:
Intact and well managed
Intact but poorly managed
Interrupted (generally intact but locally interrupted)
Declining (boundaries poorly managed)
Relic

Notes:

Formally post medieval and medieval enclosures based on strip fields. Now mostly settlement.

LANDSCAPE FEATURES- VEGETATION
Extent of woodland, hedges:

Management of landscape features:

Plantation – coniferous, broadleaf, mixed
Scattered blocks/copses
Shelterbelts
Mature hedges
Hedges with trees (Roadside vegetation lining A30)
Hedges

Good
Not obvious
Poor

Notes: 3 TPOs in south of area. Street trees.

VISUAL CONTEXT
Evidence of built development:

Visual unity:

Urban / Transport corridor / Rural housing /
Utilities / Structures / Other

Unified
Coherent
Incoherent

Notes

Notes

Mix of building types / ages.

Boundary notes:

SPECIAL QUALITIES
Table of special qualities that are present within the NPA Local Landscape Character Area utilising Table 1 from the
Blackdown Hills AONB 2014-2019. These special qualities are identified on page 12 of the Blackdown Hills AONB
Management Plan as requiring protection, conservation and enhancement if the AONB is to retain its character and
status among England’s finest landscapes.
*Qualities highlighted in yellow, are present within the NPA Local Landscape character Area.
NATURAL BEAUTY
SPECIAL QUALITIES
Landscape Qualities

Scenic quality

Relative wildness
Natural Heritage Features

Cultural Heritage

• A managed landscape sculpted and maintained by the stewardship of generations of those who work the land
• Undeveloped skyline of the northern scarp slope is a prominent feature in views from the Vale of Taunton and beyond
• Rich mosaic of diverse and interconnected semi-natural habitats; a patchwork of woodland, heathland, meadow and mire
linked by hedgerows
• Clear, unpolluted streams that meander down the valleys to feed the Yarty, Otter, Culm rivers
• Ancient and veteran trees in hedgerows, fields and woodland
• A settled landscape with a strong sense of time-depth containing farms and small scattered villages well related to the
landscape
• The elevation and long, panoramic views out from the Blackdown Hills create a sense of detachment from surrounding
towns and transport corridors
• Unspoilt, panoramic views across flat-topped plateau and straight undisturbed ridge tops and over hidden valleys
• A well-wooded pastoral landscape with a strong pattern of hedges and hedgerow trees
• Pattern of regular, large-scale enclosure fields on the plateau contrasts with the smaller, curving medieval fields on the valley
slopes
• Majestic avenues of beech trees along northern ridges
• Long straight roads across the plateau with verges and low, neat hedges give way to narrow, enclosed, high- hedged winding
lanes in the valleys
• Wellington Monument is a key landscape feature identifying the Blackdown Hills over a very wide area in all directions
• Area of high tranquillity spared many of the intrusions of modern life
• Places to enjoy natural sounds; the melody of the song thrush and skylark, the call of buzzards
• Dark night-time star-filled skies contrasting with the light pollution of the surrounding towns
• One of the finest, most extensive Greensand plateau in Britain; a distinctive landform that contrasts with the surrounding
lowlands to the east, north and west
• The presence of straight, uninterrupted ridges are evident as a visual backdrop over a wide area
• Distinctive springline mires located around the upper slopes of the valleys
• The varied landscape supports a rich assemblage of wildlife including many species of bats, butterflies and meadow flowers
• Ancient, species-rich hedges with many hedgerow trees and flower-rich banks; colourful displays of primrose and bluebells
in spring
• A network of ancient semi-natural woodland linked by hedgerows support the dormouse population
• Well preserved buildings in the local vernacular – chert, cob and thatch – are an important element of the landscape
• Hillforts are prominent features on the ends of the plateau ridges
• Mining remains from the once internationally significant whetstone industry
• Three World War Two airfields and their associated buildings are found on the high, flat land of the plateau
• A community with a strong sense of place closely linked to the land and its management, with a particularly strong tradition
of hedge laying
• A landscape that has inspired artists from the early 20th century Camden Town Group to the Blackdown Hills
Artists and Makers of today
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